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A
t what has been billed as the first global meeting to focus on research 
ethics in graduate education, representatives from the United States, 
Canada, Europe, China, Australia, Hong Kong and Botswana agreed on 
a set of principles designed to help suppress the amount of fabrication 

and plagiarism around the world. Although somewhat vague, the guidelines might 
at least help draw attention to the problem. 

The September meeting, held in Florence, Italy, and run by the US Council of 
Graduate Schools, came up with some broad consensus points — “scholarly 
integrity is a core value of all universities”, for example. It also proposed ways to 
consolidate the vast differences in ethical principles between nations: exchanging 
“best practices and resources” such as codes of conduct, regulatory frameworks 
and curricular materials. The meeting concluded with delegates drawing up 
five action points for organizations to consider when setting up collaborations. 
These included: developing an open-access website that could be used to 
exchange resources and best practices; using dual and joint degree programmes 
to standardize scholarly integrity; and finding ways to address ethical dilemmas 
that arise from the mobility of scholars — such as inconsistent rules related to 
plagiarism between countries.

Sceptics would point out that the details of the proposals are scant, broad-based 
and incomplete. And no mention was made of how the principles might be enforced 
to ensure compliance, especially on an international basis. But perhaps even just 
the discussion and deliberation of research ethics will help research leaders to 
recognize instances of misconduct and prepare them to address violations. Given 
the increasing mobility of scientists, universities should work to lessen the risk of 
some nations or regions becoming known as places with substandard research 
ethics. After all, if science is to be made rigorous throughout the world, then leaders 
should at least attempt to globalize a culture of responsibility before budding 
researchers earn permanent jobs and take those values into their own labs.
Gene Russo is editor of Naturejobs.
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